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Kim, I wanted to give you more.
Nelson hood from almost 10 years ago, wrote a letter on Keelynet about an anti- gravity
pyramid.
Kim, the inventor of the anti-gravity pyramid is buying a lake shore home just a few miles
down the road.
My brother knows the man who is selling the property to him.
That is why I was able to drive past the 6 foot anti-gravity pyramid on the way to his
friends house.
We need to talk to Nelson Hood about the anti-gravity pyramid and mineral extractor.
I tried his Keely net E-mail address and got an immediate "NON DELIVERY
MESSAGE"!!!
The best I can do is contact Jerry Decker, since this was the "ONLY" reference to the
anti-gravity pyramid on Google.
Kim, what we need is to find a way to meet this man on an even footing. he is patenting
his anti-gravity device and has already been visited by celebrities...one of whom was
R.P...(read between the lines)
Kim I saw it! It was right in front of me,but it was hot day and the land owner wanted to
talk to my father and brother inside his lake house.
I have no idea who this man is! Nelson Hood used to be his friend...but where is Nelson
Hood now???
Kim the anti-gravity pyramid is only a few miles away, but it is tied up in a real estate deal
and I would incur the unholy wrath of my father and brother if anything happens to stop
the deal.
I have no right at this time to show you a photograph or a drawing...I SIMPLY HAVE NO
PERMISSION!!!!
Kim, as soon as you can read the 1999 article on Keelynet titled "PYRAMID
ANECDOTES" DOUBLE HELIX PYRAMID,HARDY 1
Kim this is very important to us my friend, but we simply have no "LEGAL" access to this
mans home or his invention.
He has been showing pictures at my fathers local coffee shop and been mocked.
I CAN NOT BELIEVE THE GOOD FORTUNE OF SUCH A RESEARCHER COMING SO
CLOSE TO MY OWN HOME!!!
Kim, read the "PYRAMID ANECDOTES" from Nelson Hood dated 1999 Keelynet!
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The inventor is seeking to re-locate on the Grand lake shore line only a few miles from
where I live "WOW"
The land is expensive so I am not sure how it is going with my brother and father's friend
who is selling the anti-gravity pyramid and mineral extractor his lake front property. I was
at his house Saturday. We drove only feet from the anti-gravity pyramid! No, I did not get
to look at it up close.
I am sorry I can not tell you more. This is big and is right under my nose.
It is also on private property and once it is sold to this inventor, I will never be allowed
access again without his permission.
Talk about convergent phenomena, I have always wanted to live near a fellow Antigravity researcher, but as fate would have it,this man is being visited by celebrities and I
am not one. It will probably be permanently off limits to me,such has
been my luck
over the years.
KIM, IF NELSON HOOD (do not have his current E-mail address or phone number)
WOULD GIVE YOU AN INTRODUCTION TO THIS ANTI-GRAVITY PYRAMID
DEVELOPER,IT WOULD BE A VERY WORTHWHILE THING FOR YOU TO COME UP
HERE AND SEE HIS DEVICE IN PERSON. Kim I am not R.P. , I have no large bank
account or celebrity to use in my or your favor. You need to find Nelson Hood!!! He my be
our only way of meeting this inventor. All I have done so far is seen his pyramid and
heard from my father's friend about how its 4,000 pound weight was levitated in the air.
He also extracts metals with it, I am not like you Kim, I always rub people the wrong way.
Perhaps you can gain a personal audience with this inventor when I can not.I feel finding
the current whereabouts of Nelson Hood from 10 years ago on keelynet is key here. The
machine was only 20 feet away!The inventor is practically right under our noses.
PLEASE KIM TRY TO CONTACT YOUR GRAPE VINE AND MEET UP WITH EITHER
THIS INVENTOR(NAME NOT GIVEN) OR NELSON HOOD AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
He may have invented the very machine you seek to power your aircraft. It is nuts and
bolts and far larger then any prototypes I have ever constructed. I really wish this man
was my friend...What misery to have something I have quested for a lifetime so close and
t the same time so far away!!!
Your friend Mr.Bailey.

